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Recently, self-healing technologies have emerged as a promising approach to extend the service 
life of social infrastructures in the field of concrete construction. However, evaluations of the self-
healing technologies that are currently developed for cementitious materials are mostly limited to lab-
scale experiments, which utilize optical microscopy techniques to detect the change in crack width due 
to a self-healing process, and permeability tests. Additionally, there is a universal lack of unified test 
methods to assess the effectiveness of self-healing technologies. Specifically, with respect to self-
healing of concrete applied in actual construction, non-destructive test methods are required to avoid 
interrupting the use of structures. This study includes a thorough review of extant research related to 
theoretical backgrounds of ultrasonic test methods and case studies with respect to self-healing concrete. 
Additionally, the study examines the applicability and limitation of ultrasonic test methods in assessing 
self-healing performance of cementitious materials. 
The aim of this study is to develop non-destructive test methods and procedures for evaluating 
the performance of self-healing concrete. As the first step, an experimental investigation through a lab-
scale model is performed to identify the limitations of present surface-wave technologies and research 
requirements to apply these technologies to self-healing concrete. In the lab-scale model tests, the 
effects of the course aggregate and design strength of the concrete specimen on the propagation of a 
surface wave are discussed. The efficiency and applicability of spectral energy based crack depth 
estimation methods are studied using the coefficient of determination and root mean square error 
analysis. A supplementary experimental study is then conducted to monitor the changes in crack size 
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Research Background 
Concrete is one of the most durable construction materials in the world. However, cracks in 
concrete due to various reasons may result in serious durability and serviceability problems. Repair and 
maintenance costs have continuously increased in recent years, and thus, several previous have studies 
focused on the development of crack control and self-healing technologies [1-9]. Although self-healing 
concrete construction necessitates high initial material expenses, it has a huge advantage from the 
lifecycle cost viewpoint [1]. 
To satisfy the social need for self-healing concrete, researchers have concentrated on the 
development of engineered self-healing technologies using organic or inorganic chemical agents [10-
12], microcapsules [13-15], and bacteria [16-18] over the last decade. Additionally, several studies have 
examined super absorbent polymer as a potential self-healing agent because it expands in volume on 
absorbing water, which can contribute to crack sealing [22,23]. To catalyze the production of crack 
filling materials, researchers have used fiber-reinforced concrete or engineered cementitious composites 
(ECC) to investigate the effect of crack width control on self-healing performance [6,19-21]. 
The ongoing development of self-healing technologies for cementitious materials is accompanied 
with an increase in the need to accurately evaluate the effectiveness of these technologies [24-27]. 
Possible evaluation methods corresponding to different self-healing objectives are classified as follows. 
First, geometric changes (e.g., filling and closing) of surface cracks from the process of self-healing can 
be visually evaluated by optical microscopy or scanned to a deeper extent by computed tomography 
(CT) [10,11,14-15,18,23,25,27-33]. Second, the recovery in the mechanical properties (e.g., stiffness 
and strength) of self-healing concrete can be evaluated by compression or bending tests [11,13,17-
20,26,28,29,32,34-43]. Third, the change in durability properties can be assessed by permeability or ion 
diffusivity tests [12,16,21,24,30,33,44,45]. Fourth, the relative change in material properties in the 
process of self-healing can be evaluated through measurements of ultrasound characteristics, electrical 
impedance, and resonance frequency [11,13,17-20,26,28,29,32,34-43]. The development of reliable 
performance assessment techniques is important in achieving ultimate success in the development and 
application of self-healing concrete. Furthermore, evaluation methods for self-healing technologies 
should consider the characteristics of each self-healing technology and its objectives (e.g., crack filling 




However, current evaluations of self-healing technologies that are developed for cementitious 
materials are mostly limited to lab-scale experiments, which utilize optical microscopy for detecting 
changes in the crack width due to self-healing processes, and permeability tests. Additionally, unified 
test methods are not established worldwide to assess the effectiveness of self-healing technologies. 
Particularly with respect to the application of self-healing concrete in actual construction, non-
destructive test methods are required such that evaluation tasks do not require any interruption in the 
use of structures [46]. Studies examining ultrasonic methods form the majority among various studies 
conducted to examine non-destructive test methods [11,14,15,18,20,24-29,34-43,49]. 
Over the last decade, various ultrasonic non-destructive test methods have attempted to assess 
self-healing performance and include ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) measurement, surface-wave 
transmission, acoustic emission (AE), diffusion in ultrasound, coda wave interferometry, and nonlinear 
ultrasonic techniques [11,14,15,18,20,24-29,34-43,49]. However, the applicability and limitation of 
various test methods for specific cases (e.g., self-healing objectives and types of damage and cracks) 
are rarely investigated to-date. Thus, the first step in developing an estimation model related to specific 
self-healing objectives (e.g., crack depth and permeability) that use non-destructive parameters involves 
defining and classifying technical characteristics and differences in various test methods. Clear 
classifications of non-destructive tests that consider the self-healing objective can support the 
development of correlation models. 
 
1.2 Objectives and Scope 
The aim of this research is to develop non-destructive test methods and procedures for evaluating 
the efficiency and performance of self-healing in cementitious materials. The ultimate goal of this study 
are described in Fig. 1.1. The research scope of this thesis is summarized as follows: 
(1) Literature review and analysis on applicability and limitations of the ultrasonic-based non-
destructive testing methods in assessing the self-healing performance of cement-based materials. 
(2) Experimental study on the transmission of surface waves across a crack in concrete containing 
various mix-proportions and estimation of the depth of the crack using the spectral energy based 
approach with statistical analysis. 
(3) Experimental study on monitoring self-healing concrete using optical microscopy, in order to 






1.3 Description of Thesis Chapters 
The research significance, requirements and scope of this thesis are introduced in Chapter 1. 
Chapter 2 presents previous studies for self-healing technologies and performance evaluation of self-
healing techniques in cementitious materials. The theory and application of ultrasonic-based non-
destructive assessment methods for self-healing in cementitious materials are thoroughly reviewed in 
Chapter 3. Based on the reviews discussed in Chapter 3, the author focuses on the crack depth as self-
healing objectives and surface wave transmission as non-destructive testing methods. Chapter 4 covers 
the experimental study to identify the limitations of the present surface wave technologies and to 
estimate crack depth in concrete using lab-scale tests with various mix-proportions. Chapter 5 presents 
the monitoring of the concrete in the self-healing process using optical microscopy to observe crack 
size and surface wave transmission as non-destructive evaluations. Finally, the conclusions from the 
experimental results are summarized and future research directions towards further studies are 














CHAPTER 2 – PREVIOUS STUDIES FOR THE EVALUATION  
OF SELF-HEALING EFFICIENCY IN CONCRETE 
 
2.1 Previous Studies for the Self-Healing Technologies in Cementitious Materials 
Self-healing in cementitious materials can be classified as natural and engineered self-healing 
process [2]. There are multiple causes for self-healing mechanisms as shown in 2nd column of Fig. 1.2. 
Causes of self-healing phenomena in cementitious materials can be classified as mechanical causes, 
physical causes and chemical causes [2]. They are classified as swelling and expansion of hydrated 
cement pastes, continued hydration of un-hydrated cement particles in crack surfaces, formation of 
calcium carbonate(CaCO3), fine particles broken from fracture surface and fine particles originally in 
the water in detail. Swelling and expansion phenomena of cement particles are defined as mechanical 
causes and effects of fine particles are defined as physical causes. Most of self-healing phenomena in 
cementitious materials were observed through the hydration of un-hydrated cement particles in high 
strength concrete at first. At that time, performance of self-healing are limited to the 100 to 150 µm 
crack width in the water. 
Nowadays, most of researchers usually focus on the chemical cause, formation of calcium 
carbonate(CaCO3). Formation of calcium carbonate is influenced by temperature, pH, amount of 
calcium ions, Ca2+ in solution. Carbonation of calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH)2 is the key factor for crack 
filling. Using bacteria and microcapsule is the one of the innovative strategies for engineered self-
healing process. The basic mechanisms of microcapsule as a self-healing agent is illustrated in 3rd 
column of Fig 2.1. First, un-reacted microcapsules containing self-healing agents and shielded by shells 
are casted with concrete. Then, when expanded cracks touch microcapsules, healing agents in 
microcapsules are released to fill crack. To improve self-healing efficiency using microcapsules, 
optimized conditions to produce capsules and improvements of distribution on micro-capsules in the 
concrete are studied. Also, designing appropriate strength of shells is important to satisfy not only 
protecting self-healing agents in concrete casting process but also broken by external damage due to 
propagation of crack. At the same time, several bacteria species (e.g., ureolytic bacteria) are tried as a 
self-healing agent to survive in strong alkaline environment and produce the carbonate ions, CO32-. 
Performance of bacteria-based self-healing in cementitious materials are assured in case of ureolytic 
bacteria. Bacteria can decompose urea into ammonium ions, NH4+ and carbonate ions, CO32-. The 
metabolism of bacteria is shown in 3rd column of Fig. 2.1. The chemical formula between supplied ions, 
Ca2+ from outside and produced ions, CO32- by bacteria is shown in Eq. 2.1 [16]. To improve self-




for self-healing concrete and immobilization of bacteria to survive in strong alkaline environment in 
concrete are studied. The research trends of development of self-healing concrete is changed from low-
tech to high-tech with advance (Bio, Nano and Eco) technology. 
𝐶𝑎2+ + 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 →  𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 ∙ 𝐶𝑎2+ 
𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 ∙ 𝐶𝑎2+ + 𝐶𝑂3
2− → 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 ∙ 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 ↓ 
(Eq. 2.1) 
Meanwhile, different approaches to develop self-healing concrete are widely studied using 
original construction materials. In this strategy, self-healing materials can be classified as repair 
materials with polymer, concrete with low water-to-cement ratios and addition of various kinds of 
admixtures. First, Super absorbent polymer (SAP) are used as crack repairing materials in construction 
sites. SAP rapidly absorb the water and containing the water with 50 to 70 times of original volume 
during casting process. When cracks are propagated in concrete, SAP release the containing water, 
simultaneously. Second, mix proportioning with low water-to-cement ratio usually have high amounts 
of un-hydrated cement particles. When cracks are propagated in concrete, rehydration of un-hydrated 
cement particles occurred. Rehydration phenomena of un-hydrated cement particles are reported in case 
of 0.3 to 0.4 water-to-cement ratios which indicates high strength concrete. Third, late hydration 
materials like ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBFS) and fly ash are commonly used as 
admixtures in concrete. When GGBFS and fly ash are partially replaced ordinary Portland cement 
(OPC), the different crack filling process and performance are reported. Perfectly crack closing at late 
time (e.g. 56 days) are monitored due to slow reaction of GGBFS and fly ash. Fourth, expansive agents 
based self-healing mechanisms are widely studied. At first time, CSA type expansive agents are used 
as self-healing agents in concrete with low water-to-cement ratio. Excessive amounts of CSA type 
expansive agents are used in mix proportioning. It causes increasing the costs and unnecessary 
expansive phenomena in concrete. Next, CSA type expansive agents are studied with inorganic 
carbonate (e.g., NaHCO3 and LiCO3) to improve self-healing efficiency. Nowadays, geo-material 
promoting swelling mechanisms with water proofing concepts, chemical agents precipitating re-
crystallizations and CSA type expansive agents are used to improve self-healing performance in 
cementitious materials with normal water-to-cement ratio like 0.5 [10]. This kinds of self-healing agents 
has shown outstanding self-healing efficiency as follows. Cracks are generated at 120 days after casting 
and cracks are filled within 3 days. However, low rheology and high absorption properties are monitored 






2.2 Previous Studies for the Performance Evaluation of Self-Healing in Cementitious Materials 
Various kinds of assessment techniques (e.g., compression tests, direct tensile tests, flexural tests, 
microscopic observation, scanning electron microscope(SEM), X-ray diffraction(XRD), computed 
tomography(CT), X-ray fluorescence(XRF), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy(FRIR), Raman 
spectroscopy, TGA analysis, neutron radiography, water permeability, air permeability, chloride ion 
diffusivity, resonance frequency measurements, and ultrasonic-based evaluations) are used to examine 
self-healing performance and efficiency in cementitious materials. As shown in Fig. 2.2, performance 
evaluation methods of self-healing in cementitious materials can be classified as mechanical tests, 
durability tests, micro-structural analysis and non-destructive tests in first categories. 
Mechanical tests are commonly used to evaluate regained mechanical properties (e.g., strength 
and stiffness) in process of self-healing. Among them, direct tensile tests and flexural tests are widely 
studied to evaluate regained mechanical properties. Direct tensile tests are applied to evaluate self-
healing efficiency of engineered cementitious composites. Another locations of crack propagation 
except location of initial cracks are monitored in second tests after self-healing. It indicates, the self-
healing materials unified with original specimen between crack surfaces. Regained strength and 
stiffness are compared with initial tensile strength and stiffness. Additionally, number of micro-crack 
and maximum crack width are also compared in case of ECC. In contrast, flexural tests are widely 
applied various kinds of self-healing agents. Among them, perfect recovery on flexural strength and 
stiffness are usually reported in tubular capsule-based self-healing concrete due to breakage of capsules. 
In durability tests, water permeability, air permeability and chloride ion diffusivity are studied in 
accordance with standard test methods. First, two kinds of water permeability tests, both constant head 
permeability tests and falling head permeability tests are used. To evaluate water permeability properties, 
permeability coefficients are calculated through either Darcy’s law or Poiseuille’s law. Which law is 
suitable to evaluate self-healing performance in cementitious materials are not discussed, yet. Water 
permeability in self-healing process is drastically decreased within 1 weeks. This dramatic decrease in 
water permeability might interrupt sustainable monitoring on self-healing efficiency. Second, 
measurements of air-permeability are not widely studied in not only self-healing concrete but also 
durability tests compared with water permeability and chloride ion diffusivity. Third, chloride migration 
coefficient are evaluated in accordance with either ASTM C1202 or NT Build 492. Air permeability 
and chloride ion diffusivity are gradually changed compared with water permeability in self-healing 
process. 
In micro-structural analysis, XRD, XRF, Raman spectroscopy and FTIR are used to determine 




methods are based on the original characteristics (e.g., atoms, diffraction, scattering) of crystals. For 
example, when X-ray incident to crystals (e.g., hydration products), diffraction of incident waves 
occurred. The intensity and diffraction angle are determined by type of crystal. Therefore, hydration 
products can be estimated through the intensity and diffraction angle of XRD results. Also, SEM are 
used to confirm the shape of crack filling materials because different self-healing agents results to 
different shapes (e.g., needle shape) of crack filling materials. 
Resonance frequency is suggested to evaluate dynamic modulus of rigidity. Standardized test 
methods to measure resonance frequency of concrete specimens in case of transverse, longitudinal and 
torsional conditions are established in ASTM C215. In point of stiffness recovery evaluations, 
measurement of resonance frequency is the most suitable assessment techniques among non-destructive 
techniques until nowadays. However, since size of specimens is regulated in standardized test methods, 
feasibility of application on resonance frequency analysis in the field is limited. Recovery of dynamic 
modulus does not represent quantitative evaluation indices due to geometrical effects of the specimen 
shape between cylindrical and prisms.  
Also, measurements of electrical impedance were tried to evaluate self-healing efficiency of 
engineered cementitious composites (ECC). Crack width is more sensitively affect the electrical 
impedance parameters than the number of crack. Electrical impedance is increased in process of self-
healing. 
Finally, ultrasonic-based non-destructive test methods to evaluate self-healing efficiency are 
studied. Measurements of pulse velocity, transmission of surface wave, acoustic emission analysis, 
diffuse ultrasound and coda wave interferometry techniques are studied. Theories, case studies, 







Fig. 2.1 – Research background of self-healing concrete. 
 
 







CHAPTER 3 – THEORY AND APPLICATION OF ULTRASONIC-
BASED NON-DESTRUCTIVE METHODS FOR THE ASS1ESSMENT 
OF SELF-HEALING IN CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS 
 
Given the aforesaid concerns, the main objective of this study involves discussing the 
applicability and limitation of ultrasonic non-destructive test methods to assess the effectiveness and 
performance of self-healing technologies developed for cementitious materials. This is performed by 
thoroughly reviewing the theoretical backgrounds of ultrasonic test methods and case studies related to 
the application of these methods on self-healing concrete as detailed in extant studies. This is followed 
by analyzing the applicability and limitation of the ultrasonic non-destructive test methods in assessing 
the self-healing performance based on five criteria: evaluation of crack size, evaluation of regained 
mechanical properties (e.g., strength and stiffness), evaluation of regained durability properties (e.g., 
permeability and chloride ion diffusivity), appropriate self-healing agents, and assessment of in situ 
structures. Potential improvements in ultrasonic assessment techniques for self-healing concrete are 
then discussed. 
 
3.1 Theories and Case Studies of Ultrasonic Non-Destructive Tests 
3.1.1 Theories of ultrasonic non-destructive tests 
Ultrasonic inspection is widely used to detect internal defects and estimate crack depth and 
compressive strength in non-destructive evaluation fields with respect to concrete structures. Therefore, 
standard test methods for ultrasonic test methods are well-established and include the ASTM C597 
standard and ACI 228 [47,48]. As per standard code, UPV measurements of the first arriving wave 
signal (longitudinal wave) are conducted through a specific wave path. A frequency range between 20 
and 100 kHz is used in conjunction with transducers with 54 kHz center frequency. Transducers are 
attached to concrete specimens and propagation transmission time, and the wave velocity of 
longitudinal waves between two transducers are measured. Transducer arrangements for ultrasonic 
inspections are classified as follows: direct transmission (cross-probing), semi-direct transmission, and 
indirect transmission (surface probing).  
Fig. 3.1 shows the change in the travel distance of an ultrasonic wave signal across a generated 




through measurements of UPV, ratio of relative velocity, change in transmission time, suggested indices 
(e.g., damage degree and healing ratio), and estimation of crack depth are used as evaluation parameters.  
Most of the energy generated by surface impact is transmitted through Rayleigh surface waves 
instead of body waves [50]. Additionally, although the attenuation of body waves, including 
longitudinal wave (P-wave) and shear wave (S-wave), is proportional to the square distance to impact 
sources, attenuation of surface waves is proportional to the square root of distance to impact sources. 
The inspection zone using a Rayleigh wave exceeds that using body wave sources. A Rayleigh wave is 
representatively known as a type of surface wave that propagates with elliptic motions combined with 
horizontal and vertical components. The energy of vertical components of elliptic behaviors is 
dependent on the height of the propagation waves, and thus, the generation of surface waves across a 
crack is sensitive to crack depth and wavelength. Angel and Achenbach [51] proposed theoretical 
solutions for the transmission and reflection of surface waves across a single crack using normalized 
crack depth (crack depth divided by wavelength) based on scattering theory. Theoretical solutions for 
propagations of surface waves were verified by previous researchers and modified based on 
experimental results and numerical simulations [53,57]. Fig. 3.2 shows the transmission of surface 
waves across a crack. 
Ultrasound propagates through concrete without displaying scattering effects at frequencies less 
than 50 kHz and displaying scattering at frequencies exceeding 100 kHz [65]. Transmitted waves 
recognize complex heterogeneous media as a solid media and are propagated when the generated waves 
are dominated by low-frequency components corresponding to 50 kHz, such as surface waves 
introduced in the above subsection. However, excitation of waves with high-frequency components 
over 100 kHz leads to reflection, refraction, and mode conversion of waves due to a heterogeneous 
internal composition among cement pastes, fine aggregate, and coarse aggregates in concrete. With 
respect to the ultrasonic diffusion assumption, ultrasound energy density can be described by diffusion 
equations as shown in Fig. 3.3. Anugoda et al. [65] investigated the diffusion parameters of ultrasound 
in concrete in a frequency range of 100-900 kHz to apply a one-dimensional diffusion equation. 
Quiviger et al. [70] characterized the effects of real macro-cracks using diffusion ultrasound parameters 
including dissipation, diffusivity, and arrival time of maximum energy (ATME). 
The deformation or failure of solid media leads to the detection of generated sound (elastic wave) 
through AE sensors. The generated sound is then evaluated through the point of non-destructive tests 
and defined by AE testing. Specifically, AE testing can detect and predict failure of materials and 
structures since it monitors and inspects the propagation of micro-cracks and small deformation in 
materials prior to failure. Two types of AE signals are detected in AE sensors. First, a burst AE signal 




materials. Second, a continuous AE signal is detected due to friction and leakage on the crack surface. 
The basic principles to determine the location of AE sounds include the following. First, the measured 
P-wave velocity is assumed to be identical. Hence, the measured time must be different from sensor to 
sensor. The measurements of AE signals are shown in Fig. 3.4. 
A coda wave indicates reverberation components of randomly scattered waves due to scattering 
effects in heterogeneous media. The length of the scattered wave path exceeds that of the direct wave 
path, and thus, the arrival time of scattering wave components (coda wave) is after that of direct wave 
components (ballistic wave). As shown in Fig. 3.5, differences exist between the three measured signals 
in the earlier parts. However, a small delay in the arrival signal is measured in the later parts due to 
changes in stress conditions. At this point, relative velocity change is calculated through delay time. 
Another parameter, 𝛼 is defined as a stretching parameter and studied to analyze the coda wave signal. 
The reference signal condition and range of analyzed time are determined to derive the stretching 
parameter 𝛼 since its value maximizes the correlation coefficients of 𝐶𝐶(𝛼𝑖) in Eq. 3.1. The scattering 
characteristics of ultrasonic guided waves change with respect to internal media conditions. Therefore, 
more detailed information with respect to the internal conditions in the medium can be investigated by 
analyzing the coda wave signal. Coda wave interferometry is based on differences in signals between 
randomly scattered wave components. 
𝐶𝐶(α𝑖)  =  











 (Eq. 3.1) 
 
3.1.2 Case studies of ultrasonic non-destructive tests 
Ferrera et al. [11] evaluated autogenic and engineered self-healing of normal concrete in the 
presence of crystalline admixtures using relative UPV measurements before damaging and after self-
healing. Van Tittelboom et al. [16] investigated the potential of bacteria-based self-healing agents to 
compare performances of original repair techniques using grout and epoxy. The study compared the 
change in transmission time before and after self-healing of the cracks. The authors confirmed the 
recovery of tightness treatment with bacteria-based self-healing agents immobilized in silica gel through 
UPV measurements. Williams et al. [18] measured the change in UPV transmission time, and the test 
results indicated flexural strength recovery by bacteria-added mortar. Zhu et al. [20] investigated 
autogenous self-healing of ECC under freeze-thaw cycles damaged by direct tensile tests. Watanabe et 
al. [49] evaluated self-healing effects in different volumes of fly ash-replaced concrete damaged by 
freeze and thaw cycles by using ultrasonic tests. The authors utilized relative amplitudes of ultrasonic 




in the pure specimen. Hence, the relative amplitudes in the self-healing process were verified as a 
sensitive parameter in water-curing conditions. Zhong and Yao [34] evaluated the self-healing ability 
of normal- and high-strength concrete damaged under compressive loads at different ages using UPV 
measurements. Self-healing ratio is defined using compressive strength at the loading and after self-
healing. The authors identified that the damage degree was influenced by the initial strength of the 
concrete and that the threshold value of normal-strength concrete exceeded that of high-strength 
concrete. Xu and Yao [17] investigated the performance of non-ureolytic bacteria through pulse 
velocity. Previously proposed damage degree [34] was cited and healing ratio was defined to quantify 
the change in pulse velocity. Abd_Elmoaty [35] investigated the self-healing efficiency of polymer-
modified concretes with different types and doses of polymers and water cement ratios as test 
parameters using UPV measurements. Estimation of the recovery of crack depth based on time-of-flight 
diffraction (TOFD) methods have been used to evaluate self-healing performance in cementitious 
materials with various self-healing mechanisms through microcapsules and impregnation and 
encapsulation of lightweight aggregates [14,15,28]. Pang et al. [29] examined ultrasonic waveform 
analysis to monitor healing mechanisms of carbonate slag aggregate in concrete. 
Aldea et al. [24] presented results of self-healing performance evaluation in normal-strength 
concrete using stress wave transmission and a low-pressure water permeability test. Water permeability 
tests conducted over 100 days induced a continued hydration process in the crack surface due to a 
sufficient amount of water supply. Real cracks were generated from feedback-controlled splitting tests 
in 100 × 200 mm cylindrical specimens. Stress waves were generated using solenoid-driven impact 
sources in a frequency range of 0 to 60 kHz. Transmission of the signal was measured thrice, namely 
for uncracked specimens, after crack generation, and after 100 days of water permeability tests. The 
authors concluded that a large initial crack width resulted in a decrease in signal transmission. 
Additionally, reduction in permeability coefficients was more significant than the recovery of elastic 
wave signal transmission that was observed in the process of autogenous self-healing. 
In et al. [25] monitored and evaluated the self-healing process in concrete using diffuse ultrasonic 
parameters from two-dimensional diffusion models. Tensile and flexural cracked specimens were 
controlled with a tolerance of less than 200 µm. Additionally, 457 mm ×  127 mm ×  127 mm beam 
specimens from an unbonded post-tensioned bar were prepared. The damaged specimens were 
immersed in NaCl solutions for a period of 120 days to describe self-healing processes in marine 
structures. Two diffuse ultrasound parameters, namely ATME and diffusivity, were measured to 
compare changes in crack width using microscopy measurements. The self-healing process after crack 
generation decreased ATME and increased diffusivity. The study results indicated that diffusivity is the 
most sensitive among diffuse ultrasound parameters with respect to the prediction of the self-healing 




function. This exponential relationship included measured diffusivity, asymptotic (maximum) 
diffusivity, initial damage, and rate of self-healing as parameters. Hilloulin et al. [27] extracted diffuse 
ultrasound parameters including ATME, damping coefficient, and diffusion coefficient to monitor the 
autogenous crack healing in cementitious materials. However, unexpected changes in ATME and 
diffusion coefficients are measured in case of damages in early-age specimens. 
AE is generally used to evaluate autonomous crack healing using encapsulated healing agents 
[34, 35]. AE tests are conducted with flexural tests [34-37] and combined with digital image correlation 
to identify crack generation and breakage of embedded capsules [35]. Emission energy from acoustic 
sounds is classified into different types ranging from “Class 1” to “Class 7,” and the classified emission 
energy is plotted with respect to the load-displacement curve [34]. Granger et al. [36,37] monitored the 
autogenous healing of ultra-high performance concrete through time-reversal techniques. The authors 
confirmed that the decreased energy and amplitude during the cracking process were recovered during 
the healing process. 
Liu et al. [26] conducted experiments to evaluate the self-healing of internal microcracks in 
bacteria cementitious mortars using coda wave interferometry and recovery of compressive strength. 
Both bacteria-added specimens and pure specimens were cured under the water and air exposure 
conditions over 50 days. The determination of an appropriate window size and shifted signal influenced 
the results related to velocity change in coda wave interferometry techniques. The study results 
indicated that the signal was measured after 50 µs traveling internal space. Relative velocity remained 
unchanged in the uncracked specimens without distinction of the presence of bacterial agents, and 
changed to 4% in neat-sprayed cracked specimens and to 7% in bacterial-sprayed cracked specimens. 
Hilloulin et al. [27] applied a nonlinear ultrasound coda wave to monitor autogenous healing in 
cementitious materials with image-based analysis techniques. In the study, the stretching parameters 
were used to monitor the self-healing state, and the changes in stretching parameters indicated the 
differences in self-healing performance between mix proportions. Additionally, a stretching parameter 
was derived as the most sensitive parameter that could monitor the self-healing process among 











References Evaluation parameters Note 
UPV 
Ferrera et al. [11] Pulse velocity Chemical agents 
Mostavi et al. [14] Crack depth 
Micro-capsules 
Kanellopoulos et al. [15] Crack depth 
Van Tittelboom et al. [16] Transmission time 
Bacteria Xu & Yao [17] 
Damage & Healing index 
(pulse velocity) 
Willams et al. [18] Transmission time 
Zhu et al. [20] Pulse velocity ECC 
Alghamri et al. [28] Crack depth 
Encapsulation  
of aggregate 
Pang et al. [29] Waveform 
Carbonate steel 
slag aggregate 





Damage & Healing index 
(pulse velocity) 
Polymer 
Watanabe et al. [49] Relative amplitude Fly ash 
SWT Aldea et al. [24] Transmission coefficient Autogenic 
AE 
Granger et al. [36] AE events 
UHPC 
Granger et al. [37] AE Energy, Amplitude 
Van Tittelboom et al. [38] AE energy, AE events Tubular-capsules  









Van Tittelboom et al. [40] 
Karaiskos et al. [41] 
Van Tittelboom et al. [42] 
Tsangouri et al. [43] 
DU 
In et al. [25] Diffusivity, ATME 
Autogenic 
(NaCl solutions) 
Hilloulin et al. [27] 
Diffusivity, ATME, 
Damping coefficient Autogenic 
CWI 
Strteching parameter 




3.2 Applicability and Limitations of Ultrasonic Non-Destructive Tests for Self-Healing Concrete 
In previous studies, various self-healing assessment methods have been classified based on 
objectives and characteristics [7-9]. Infrared thermography, radiography, and measurements of 
electrical resistance are also used to detect cracks, voids, delaminations, and damages in concrete. 
However, this chapter focuses on ultrasonic non-destructive tests using various assessment methods. It 
is difficult to analyze the applicability and limitation of non-destructive test methods unless they are 
based on ultrasonic characteristics. This is due to the absence of extant research examining the 
evaluation of self-healing concrete. 
The analysis criteria suggested in previous studies were introduced to discuss ultrasound 
characteristics based on non-destructive techniques with respect to self-healing concrete. Criteria 
including “in situ applicability” were proposed as important indices. Van Tittelboom and De Belie [7] 
analyzed various assessment methods to evaluate the regained mechanical and durability properties of 
self-healing concrete. Assessment techniques were classified based on the following characteristics: 
“visualization and determination,” “tightness,” and “mechanical properties.” Tang et al. [8] summarized 
various evaluation methods to evaluate self-healing efficiency in cementitious materials and suggested 
four independent criteria, namely “reliability,” “quality of results,” “operational consideration,” and “in 
situ applicability.” Muhammad et al. [9] classified the test methods as macro- (e.g., destructive tests), 
micro- (e.g., SEM, XRD), and nano- (e.g., evaluations of the transition zone) structure tests. They also 
summarized the optimal results of each test method. In this classification, most of the test methods 
including ultrasonic assessment techniques were concentrated on macro-structure tests. However, 
optimal results with respect to microstructure tests were not defined. Moreover, appropriate assessment 
techniques were not suggested to evaluate crack size, although measured variables including crack 
width, depth, and length were investigated. 
This study considers the ultimate goal of developing non-destructive assessment techniques to 
evaluate self-healing concrete and cited a criterion, namely “in situ applicability.” Additionally, four 
new guidelines, namely “evaluation of the change in crack size,” “evaluation of regained durability 
properties,” “evaluation of regained mechanical properties,” “appropriate self-healing agents,” and 
“types of damages on the concrete,” are suggested to discuss applicability and limitations. First, self-
healing is evaluated and verified through the most intuitive criteria, that is, microscopic observation to 
monitor changes in crack width. Furthermore, the maximum self-healing performance of each self-
healing agent is defined as ratio of the initial crack width to that of the fully closed crack. However, it 
is not possible to measure a crack width in a specific location since crack width is not constant along a 
crack. Therefore, the change in crack size could also be considered as crack depth. Second, the ultimate 




It is not possible to apply current lab-scale durability evaluation test methods, such as permeability and 
chloride ion diffusivity test methods, on concrete structures in operation. Therefore, it is necessary to 
suggest appropriate non-destructive techniques to evaluate durability properties in various fields. Third, 
extant research focused on regained mechanical properties, although the efficiency of recovery of 
mechanical properties is considerably lower than the performance of regained durability properties and 
crack sizes. Fourth, various self-healing materials possess different mechanisms to seal cracks. 
Therefore, it is necessary to consider different self-healing mechanisms, goodness of fit between 
techniques, and self-healing agents. Fifth, the ultimate goal of studying non-destructive tests as 
assessment techniques for self-healing concrete is to provide effective evaluations and maintenances 
without any interruption in the structures. The advantages and disadvantages of each test method are 
briefly reviewed. Finally, the limitation of each non-destructive technique for evaluating self-healing 
concrete is discussed. In this classification, criteria are evaluated with respect to four grades, namely 
“studied in previous literatures,” “must be able to apply,” “might be able to apply,” and “must not be 
able to apply.” 
 
3.2.1 Evaluation of change in crack size 
A widely studied parameter to evaluate self-healing performance is crack width, which is 
measured via microscopic observations at specific locations. Therefore, non-destructive evaluations of 
crack width are also necessary. However, currently, crack width measurement via image scanning-based 
evaluation is widely used in several fields. Additionally, the accuracy of estimation results of crack 
width is slightly similar when compared to that of microscopic observations. Therefore, it is not 
meaningful to develop crack width estimation technologies using ultrasonic techniques. 
First, the review focuses on the recovery of crack depth [14,15,28] using TOFD methods. In these 
methods, crack depth is determined using the velocity of longitudinal waves that corresponds to the 
fastest arrival signal, length between two transducers, and transmission times. Fig. 3.6 illustrates the 
estimated crack depth using ultrasonic transducers attached through indirect methods. Furthermore, 
TOFD methods are used as non-destructive techniques to characterize cracks in concrete structures prior 
to the application of TOFD methods on self-healing concrete. However, the application of TOFD 
methods on concrete structures to identify crack depth involves several disadvantages in addition to an 
unacceptable error range due to crack tips that are not clearly defined in concrete. Additionally, velocity-
based evaluation methods are not independent of the environmental conditions such as moisture content. 
Self-healing concrete typically heals under conditions involving adequate water supply, and thus, it is 
important to discuss future directions involving the application of the pulse velocity method to self-




follows. Crack is filled from the crack tip to crack surface or the crack surface is closed first and the 
crack filling material is filled from the crack tip. Neither assumption considers the case of partially 
closed cracks, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The fastest arrival signals are passed through crack filling 
materials when a crack is closed in the middle of the specimen. It is then impossible to monitor the self-
healing process occurring in the crack tip with respect to the first filled materials at the middle since the 
change in transmission time is not shown.  
Second, it is meaningful to study surface-wave application to estimate the recovery of crack depth 
despite the paucity of extant research on this topic. This is because crack depth estimation methods 
using surface-wave transmission have considerably more sensitive characteristics when compared to 
pulse velocity. As mentioned in the previous chapter, waves are propagated along a surface within the 
length of wavelength from the surface. Therefore, the transmission of surface waves depends on crack 
depth. 
To estimate crack depth using the transmission of surface waves, Angel and Achenbach [51] 
proposed theoretical solutions for the transmission and reflection of surface waves across a single crack 
with regards to the normalized crack depth (crack depth divided by wavelength). Transmission 
coefficients are applied to determine the crack depth in concrete [52-58]. Significant differences are not 
observed between transmission coefficients in artificial single cracks generated by notches and real 
cracks generated by three-point bending tests [52]. Additionally, crack width does not affect the 
transmission of surface waves [52]. Song et al. [53] suggested that it is useful to compare theoretical 
solutions when the normalized crack depth is lower than 0.4 or exceeds 1.0. Following this, Kee and 
Zhu [57] suggested that a normalized crack that is lower than 0.3 corresponds to a sensitive useful range 
for crack depth estimation based on normalized transmission coefficients for different excitation 
frequencies. Shin et al. [54] suggested a spectral energy-based approach to estimate crack depths in 
concrete. In this approach, multiple transmission coefficients and wavelengths are not necessary. The 
transmission function across cracks is more sensitive to mix proportions than to spectral energy 
transmission ratios [55]. Kim et al. [56] suggested that a self-compensating frequency response 
functions to characterize the crack depth. Air-coupled sensors were used and the results were compared 
with those obtained using accelerometers to improve the contact problems between the sensor and 
concrete surface [57]. Furthermore, the transmission of surface waves across multiple distributed 
surface-breaking cracks was examined [58]. 
The transmission of surface waves across a crack is not affected by the various material properties 
and environmental conditions including curing days and moisture conditions. Additionally, when a 
crack is partially closed from the external compressive forces, the self-healing process can be 




changed in the process of crack closing when compared with the group velocity [59]. Therefore, the 
transmission of surface waves can be successfully applied in both self-healing mechanisms, namely 
self-healing from the crack tip and irregular self-healing at the middle of the crack depth. 
Third, the propagated crack can be localized through AE analysis [42,43]. The basic principle of 
estimating the location of crack propagation commences from an identical velocity of the acoustic wave. 
A minimum of three acoustic sensors are attached to the specimen and distances are calculated through 
the three different arrival times at each sensor. Four to eight AE sensors are attached on the specimen 
in self-healing concrete [36-43]. The location of crack should be estimated from the estimated distance 
due to the differences of measured time at each sensors. Therefore, AE analysis corresponds to the most 
ideal technique among non-destructive tests to confirm crack depth as indicated by previous fracture 
mechanics studies. However, AE analysis is always accompanied by destructive tests. Therefore, it 
could be impossible to monitor the recovery of crack depth from healing materials. 
Fourth, evaluation of crack depth using diffusion phenomena of ultrasound in concrete is 
examined through numerical simulation and experimental programs, although the history of non-
destructive techniques using diffuse ultrasound in concrete is not intensively studied when compared 
with pulse velocity and surface-wave transmission [68-72]. The experimental results of artificial crack 
depth generated by notches are similar to the numerical simulation results [68]. The diffusion of 
ultrasound in concrete with different types of artificial notches like non-vertical cracks and two parallel 
cracks were investigated [69]. The ATME is suggested as the best indicator to estimate crack depth 
created by notches [68-70]. However, an evaluation parameter appropriate for real cracks is not 
suggested [70]. The effects of crack morphology on the diffusion of ultrasound are discussed using 
numerical simulations [71]. Simultaneously, closed cracks are simulated through the shaker, and 
correlation between crack depth and changes in the ATME are discussed [72]. The crack morphology 
significantly affects the diffusion of ultrasound in concrete [70-72]. The performance evaluation on 
crack tip is successfully applied using diffuse ultrasound when self-healing processes are sequentially 
initiated from the crack tip. However, the efficiency of the diffuse ultrasound technique is considerably 
reduced due to conditions that differ from the morphology of the internal crack surface when self-
healing materials fill the crack surface at the center. 
Finally, crack depth estimation using coda wave interferometry is not intensively studied as 
compared to that using pulse velocity, surface wave, and diffuse ultrasound. Therefore, the possibility 
of applying coda wave interferometry techniques to self-healing concrete should be carefully 
considered. The measured coda wave signal scattered in concrete internal structures will change due to 
the self-healing process [26,27]. Additionally, crack filling materials shorten the lag time [27]. 




[86]. In this study, the estimated crack volume exhibited a linear relationship with the linear coefficient 
α and the change in the relative velocity. However, the which parameter among crack width and depth 
affect the change of coda wave components are not suggested. Therefore, further study should be tried 
to evaluate the crack depth without crack width using coda waves. It can be replaced via a 
comprehensive evaluation using crack volume that combines the concepts of crack width and depth on 
self-healing concrete.  
 
Table 3.2 – Evaluation of change in crack size. 
 UPV SWT AE DU CWI 
Change in crack depth ●1 ○2 △3 ○ △ 
1 ● indicates which assessment techniques are studied in previous literature 
2 ○ indicates which assessment techniques are not studied in previous literature and must be able to apply  
3 △ indicates which assessment techniques are not studied in previous literature and might be able to apply 
 
3.2.2 Evaluation of regained durability properties 
The research needs for the evaluation of NDT-based durability properties is ambiguous, and thus, 
most previous studies did not correlate the durability properties and NDT parameters. However, it is 
necessary to perform research to evaluate the increase in durability properties regained in the process 
of self-healing with the development of self-healing technologies. Most extant studies have evaluated 
regained durability properties including water permeability, gas permeability, and chloride ion 
diffusivity [12,16,21,24,30,33,44,45]. Constant-head permeability test is the most widely used test to 
evaluate the performance of the tightness of self-healing concrete. Additionally, water permeability tests 
can be classified into constant-head permeability tests and falling-head permeability tests.  
Research on the estimation of durability properties via ultrasonic non-destructive test methods 
has only examined the correlation between gas permeability and pulse velocity. First, the correlation 
model between ultrasonic parameters and gas permeability of cementitious materials was investigated 
[89]. In their study, different water contents were used, the water-to-cement ratio was varied, and pulse 
velocity and ultrasonic attenuation were investigated as ultrasonic parameters. A linear regression curve 
with higher regression coefficients between pulse velocity and gas permeability was derived. 
Generally, non-destructive test methods support the results of durability tests for self-healing 
concrete in different specimens with the same mix proportions and healing agents. Extant studies did 
not involve correlation studies. Evaluations of the regained durability properties and changes in non-




[24]. Aldea et al. [24] conducted experiments involving both permeability tests and stress-wave 
transmission. In their study, transmission coefficient were measured twice, while permeability was 
measured several times. The first measurement of transmission coefficient was performed after 
generating a crack and the second measurement was performed 100 days after crack healing. A 
correlation model is necessary when transmission coefficients are simultaneously measured with 
permeability coefficients. 
First, the water permeability coefficients were significantly influenced by the initial crack width, 
roughness of crack, and pore conditions of microstructures. The roughness of the crack surface affects 
the self-healing process to form crack filling materials between water and cement paste [88]. Second, 
chloride ion diffusion phenomena are affected by conditions of the internal crack surface as well as 
linkage structures between the pores. However, extant research did not investigate the effects of self-
healing materials on pore structures in cementitious materials. Additionally, non-destructive techniques 
to monitor the change in the microstructure using ultrasound characteristics were not studied 
intensively. Extant research investigated the decrease in chloride ion diffusivity and increase in chloride 
ion resistivity due to self-healing in concrete. Previous studies did not examine and verify the change 
in linkage structures between pores in the microstructure. However, based on the results of the regained 
resistance to chloride ion penetration in concrete, the study assumed that the self-healing process could 
heal the internal damage or result in changes in the linkages between the pores.  
Various assessment techniques have been applied to characterize the internal compositions of 
concrete [60,61,66,67]. These studies examined the relationship between Rayleigh wave velocities and 
capillary porosities in cementitious materials with different water contents [61]. Therefore, change in 
the linkages between the pores due to self-healing in concrete might be monitored through 
measurements of R-wave velocities although the propagation of a surface wave with low frequency in 
a medium resulted in transmitted waves that ignored the scattering between the cement pastes and 
aggregates. 
Diffuse ultrasound and coda wave interferometry are highly promising techniques because their 
durability properties have not been evaluated and estimated to-date. Additionally, these techniques are 
based on the scattering effects in concrete. The dissipation phenomena of diffuse ultrasound due to 
material attenuation are dominated by a cement paste matrix as opposed to ITZ [66]. Furthermore, the 
amount of energy dissipation exhibits a linear relationship with frequency [67]. The prediction of air 
content through diffusivity was examined and revealed good fitness. Microcrack damages from alkali-
silica reactions and thermal damages were evaluated using a diffusivity parameter [73]. Additionally, 
the prediction of setting time in concrete using diffuse ultrasounds was examined [74]. Such sensitivity 




previous studies investigated the recovery of durability using diffuse ultrasounds and coda wave 
interferometry. 
However, it is difficult to apply AE analysis to monitor the changes in water and air permeability 
and chloride ion diffusivity because AE phenomena only occur when a structure undergoes a fracture 
process. Additionally, there is a paucity of previous studies investigating the effects of internal 
composition on AE parameters. 
 
Table 3.3 – Evaluation of regained durability properties. 
 UPV5 SWT AE DU CWI 
Permeability ● ○ ×4 ○ ○ 
Chloride ion diffusivity ○ ○ × ○ ○ 
4 × indicates which assessment techniques are not studied in previous literature and might not be able to apply 
5 ● gas permeability instead of water permeability are studied in previous literature 
 
3.2.3 Evaluation of regained mechanical properties 
A few studies have focused on the regained mechanical properties in the process of self-healing 
to evaluate the performance of developing agents [11,13,17-20,26,28,29,32,34-43]. Among these, 
damage and healing indices have been defined as mechanical property indices and their correlations 
have been analyzed [11,17,32,34,35]. Additionally, damage index and healing ratio have been defined 
using the NDT parameter. Correlations between damage degree and healing ratios using compressive 
strength and pulse velocity have been analyzed [34]. Meanwhile, several researchers have studied the 
correlation between flexural strength and AE parameters [38].  
Correlation between mechanical properties and pulse velocity was investigated. First, UPV is the 
most widely used non-destructive technique to evaluate mechanical properties. The standard codes to 
predict compressive strength and its stiffness using pulse velocity measurements were established 
[47,48]. Generally, compressive strength is directly related to stiffness, which is related to tightness. 
These relationships aided in deriving a strength prediction model using pulse velocity based on the 
estimation of stiffness and tightness. An increase in the compressive strength at an early age was 
monitored through R-wave velocities [62,63]. Previous studies revealed that the change in R-wave 
velocities exhibited similar trends in the process of curing and development of the strength of concrete 




a high degree of agreement with those of previous empirical solutions [64]. Therefore, the wave 
velocity-based methods are appropriate to evaluation of regained mechanical properties. 
As mentioned previously, AE phenomena occur only when a structure undergoes a fracture 
process. Therefore, small destruction and damages on a structure are necessary to generate AE signals 
from defects and cracks. Additionally, regained mechanical properties evaluated using AE analysis 
were widely investigated with respect to flexural strength, stiffness, and AE parameters in self-healing 
concrete [38]. The results indicated that the number of events and intensity of energy increased in the 
reloading states when the recovery of flexural strength increased. The increase in stiffness recovery is 
proportional to the regained strength. Therefore, if the fracture process is based on a premise, the 
recovery of mechanical properties damaged by flexural loads can be evaluated through AE analysis. 
The following assumptions could be the prerequisites to monitor the regained mechanical properties 
through non-destructive tests. When a crack is propagated through retests after self-healing, it is 
necessary for the location of crack propagation to be generated in the same direction from the initial 
tests. At this time, the coefficients of fracture tests and AE sounds can be compared with the effects of 
self-healing. However, regained strength is usually studied on fiber-reinforced cementitious composites 
and capsule-based self-healing concrete. 
In contrast, the application of regained mechanical properties in the process of self-healing as 
well as the monitoring of the development of concrete strength using diffuse ultrasound phenomena are 
not examined to-date. A study could first monitor the development of compressive strength and stiffness 
of concrete at an early age. This could be followed by applying diffuse ultrasound and coda wave 
interferometry to evaluate the regained mechanical properties in the process of self-healing.  
 
Table 3.4 – Evaluation of regained mechanical properties. 
 UPV6 SWT6 AE7 DU8 CWI8 
Strength ● ● ● △ △ 
Stiffness ● ● ● △ △ 
6 ● velocity-based estimations are studied in previous literature 
7 ● flexural strength and stiffness instead of compression recovery are studied in previous literature 






3.2.4 Self-healing assessment for in situ structures 
The effects of environmental conditions and standard criteria should be reviewed as shown in 
Table 3.5 to apply assessment techniques for in situ structures, evaluation parameters, and structure 
damage. The absence of standardized test methods can cause errors from different operational 
conditions and the distortion of test results. Standard test methods are not established, except for UPV 
measurements. Other assessment techniques rely on the software built in the equipment or analyzed 
through guidelines introduced in previous studies. This indicates that improvements with respect to the 
analysis progress can be examined. 
Several types of evaluation parameters are used in each technique. In the case of UPV and coda 
wave interferometry, an evaluation parameter is dependent on the other evaluation parameters (e.g. 
transmission time and P-wave velocities). Therefore, only one measured parameter is used for 
maintenance and inspection of concrete structures. In contrast, specific evaluation parameters are 
dependent on the other parameters in surface-wave transmission, AE, and diffuse ultrasound. Therefore, 
in the case of surface-wave transmission, AE, and diffuse ultrasound, the most sensitive parameters are 
determined first to establish standard test methods or application on the real structures. 
Effect of various environmental conditions also constitutes an important issue in the application 
of in situ structures. Therefore, the authors classified the environmental effects into three states, namely 
“major,” “moderate,” and “minor.” The measurements of pulse velocity are dependent on the moisture 
conditions and water content. In contrast, there is a lack of clear discussion on the effect of 
environmental conditions on the propagation of surface waves. The change in R-wave velocities is very 
low when compared to P-wave velocities due to the change in moisture conditions, and the study 
concluded that the transmission of surface wave corresponds to minor effects with respect to the 
environmental conditions. Conversely, an analysis of the AE signals is dependent on environmental 
noises. Therefore, the threshold to neglect the environmental noise signals is determined first. For 
example, in a lab-scale evaluation, the sounds from the universal test machines were also measured in 
the software and should be recognized as noises. The diffusion of ultrasound in concrete is also affected 
by the changes in environmental conditions, such as the influence of temperature. However, the relative 
velocity change in ordinary temperature is lower than 1%. Effects from the moisture conditions and 
water contents in concrete are not investigated to-date. Therefore, effects of environmental conditions 
are determined as moderate in the case of diffuse ultrasounds and coda wave interferometry. 
It is necessary for each of the test methods to overcome the disadvantages not revealed in the lab-
scale tests to evaluate self-healing performance in in situ structures. Large-scale evaluations were 




contrast, surface-wave transmission, diffuse ultrasounds, and coda wave interferometry are not applied 
in the real structures, and it is necessary to study the same in further detail.  
 
Table 3.5 – Considerations to apply in situ structures of test methods. 
 
Table 3.6 – Application on in situ structures. 
 
3.2.5 Applicability for different self-healing agents 
Measurements of pulse velocity, transmission coefficients, diffusion parameters, and 
characteristics of coda wave can be applied in all types of self-healing agents. The non-destructive 
evaluated performance through each self-healing agent is listed in Table 3.7. In this subsection, 
applications of various self-healing agents are discussed from the viewpoint of self-healing agents and 
non-destructive evaluation methods.  
First, UPV is applied to evaluate self-healing performance using autogenic self-healing, chemical 
agents, bacteria, microcapsules, and macro-capsules [11,14-18,20,28,29,49]. As indicated by the fore-
mentioned previous studies, changes in transmission time or the other pulse velocity indices are reported 
due to all types of self-healing agents. Therefore, this is inferred as follows. The pulse velocity index 
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experiences a slight change when self-healing materials fill the internal crack surface. Thus, it is 
necessary to maintain identical environmental conditions prior to and after self-healing. 
Second, transmission coefficients are used to evaluate an autogenic self-healing process [24]. 
Although transmission coefficients are only used for the self-healing form continued hydration, 
transmission coefficients can be applied to other types of self-healing agents because propagated waves 
recognize self-healing agents, such as chemical agents, bacteria, and microcapsules, as part of concrete 
structures. Small scattering effects from the presence of self-healing agents correspond to minor effects 
when compared with heterogeneous characteristics of concrete due to coarse aggregates.  
Diffuse ultrasound and coda wave interferometry techniques are affected by the internal 
composition of concrete. Therefore, measured signals can change from the process of crack filling using 
various self-healing materials in identical concrete compositions. From this viewpoint, the development 
of comprehensive evaluations on the performance of self-healing between various agents is desired. 
Although diffusion and dissipation indices can experience slight changes due to the types and contents 
of self-healing agents, the study concluded that the effects of substituting self-healing agents, such as 
capsules, for some parts of cement pastes and aggregates are negligible when compared with the effects 
of changes in mix proportions.  
Finally, AE analysis is not appropriate for general self-healing mechanisms due to the occurrence 
of low slight acoustic signals from the crack filling when compared to crack propagation. Acoustic 
signals from the breakage of capsules and not from the crack filling process can be detected from the 
AE device. Finally, AE-based evaluation for self-healing concrete is suitable for comparison studies in 
the process of improving the performance of capsule-based self-healing element technology. 
 
Table 3.7 – Appropriate self-healing agents. 
 
  








● ○ × ○ ○ 
Bacteria ● ○ × ○ ● 




3.3 Chapter Summary 
Measurements of pulse velocity are most frequently used as non-destructive test methods to 
evaluate the characteristics of crack, durability properties, mechanical properties, and self-healing 
performance. Although UPV has an advantage with respect to convenience, there are some limitations 
on its use in future practical applications. First, monitoring partially closed cracks due to self-healing 
through UPV does not result in good evaluations. Second, velocity-based parameters in P-waves, S-
waves, and R-waves are significantly affected by environmental conditions. Additionally, the strength 
and stiffness are affected by tightness as well as moisture conditions. The effects of water content on 
the propagation velocity of ultrasonic pulse are investigated [90]. The target structure of self-healing 
concrete is similar to that of a tunnel in which sufficient water is supplied due to water leakage. The 
water supplied conditions to describe the self-healing process are not appropriate to predict the regained 
mechanical properties. 
When surface-wave transmission is used as a non-destructive evaluation method, assessment is 
based on the characteristics of Rayleigh waves that transfer cracks with lengths lower than the 
wavelength and reflect cracks that are longer than the wavelength. Propagation of Rayleigh waves is 
sensitive to crack depth. In order to evaluate crack properties through surface-wave transmission, it is 
necessary for the specimen height to exceed the wavelength of impact sources to recognize the specimen 
as a half-infinite solid media. Therefore, specimen size is considerably large for lab-scale evaluations 
when the side and bottom reflections of propagated waves are considered. Additionally, the location of 
attached sensors and impact points differed across different studies. An appropriate distance to attach 
sensors from the crack was discussed to prevent the distortion of the measured signal [91].  
As shown in Table 3.2 to Table 3.7, the application fields of AE analysis are quite limited. The 
occurrence of an AE event can detect the breakage of macro-capsules and locations of defects. However, 
other damage conditions could not be estimated through AE analysis with the exception of propagation 
cracks and the degradation of durability properties. The quality of experimental results from data 
processing and analysis in acoustic AE signals is mostly dependent on the ability of proficient 
technicians. Additionally, AE is not adequate with respect to structures subjected to noise pollution 
since the AE signal is sensitive to changes in external conditions such as consistent noises. Similarly, a 
standard test method is not established, and the measured signal is analyzed through built-in software 
supported by each manufacturer. The AE analysis is appropriate in lab-scale performance evaluation of 
self-healing concrete using capsules to locate the breakage of capsules. That is, AE can only be applied 
to selected self-healing element technology using capsules. It is impossible to evaluate the self-healing 
capability of bacteria or other chemical admixtures based on repaired concrete. This is because it is not 




Currently, excitations through transducers with wide and high-frequency ranges are necessary 
since 500 kHz-dominated frequency transducers are typically used to simulate the diffusion phenomena 
of ultrasound in concrete based on scattering effects between matrices and aggregates. Concrete is a 
relatively heavy loss material from the viewpoint of attenuation of waves among construction building 
materials, and thus, it is necessary to insert a linear amplified signal into transducers to measure 
reasonable output signals. Furthermore, there are several diffusion parameters including dissipation, 
diffusivity, and ATME. It is necessary to determine the parameters that are appropriate for evaluating 
different damage conditions and recovery of cracks, pores, or durability. Additionally, variability of 
measured diffusivity is large, although diffusivity exhibits the most ideal behavior to monitor internal 
changes and self-healing results. 
Coda wave interferometry techniques are also based on diffusion phenomena. However, the 
variability of coda wave parameters is considerably small when compared to diffusivity. Relative 
velocity change and stretching parameters are used as indices of coda wave interferometry techniques. 
The study confirmed that velocity changes as well as phase differences sometimes occur in coda wave 
signals. Phase differences of coda waves can result from the change in the microstructure of concrete. 
However, the phenomena of phase difference are not considered with respect to stretching parameter 
terms. Additionally, the analyzed time ranges differ across studies. The differences from the analyzed 
time domain do not significantly affect the results of stretching parameters. However, the 
standardization of the analyzed region is necessary to improve the reliability of the test results. 
 
Table 3.8 – Limitations of ultrasonic wave methods. 
 
Finally, various kinds of target (e.g., crack depth, durability properties, mechanical properties) to 
evaluate self-healing performance are proposed and analyzed. Among them, the most intuitive and 
widely studied index, crack depth are selected and studied at the next chapter. Several non-destructive 
test methods are researched in the previous studies to evaluate crack depth. The author focus on the 
sensitive characteristics of transmission of surface wave across an increasing crack depth. Therefore, 
Estimation of crack depth in concrete with various mix proportioning using surface wave transmission 
are studied in the next chapter.  



























Fig. 3.1 – Change of transmission of ultrasonic waves in self-healing process. 
 
 
Fig. 3.2 – Transmission of surface wave across a crack. 
 
 






Fig. 3.4 – Illustration on acoustic emission analysis. 
 
 
(a) Earlier parts. 
 
(b) Later parts. 
Fig. 3.5 – Typical extracted ultrasound signals in concrete. 
 
 





CHAPTER 4 – ESTIMATION OF CRACK DEPTH  
BY SURFACE WAVE TRANSMISSION 
 
Along with the in-depth review of non-destructive evaluation technologies attempted for self-
healing concrete, the author conducted an experimental study using surface wave. The main purpose of 
this study was to evaluate the feasibility of accurate crack depth estimation by characterizing the 
transmission of surface wave across cracks in concrete. 
 
4.1 Theoretical Background 
Transmission coefficients are defined as the transmission ratio of propagated surface waves 
across a crack. To determine the transmission coefficients across a crack, impacts are generated on the 
surface and sensors are attached to a spot before and after the crack. However, attached conditions 
between sensors and the surface and the different impact sources cause variations in the test results [52]. 
Therefore, to avoid the variation in measured surface-wave signals due to different contact conditions 
at sensors and different impact conditions at signal sources, the self-calibrating method is applied in 
this experiment. The test configuration of the self-calibrating method is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 
4.2. Impacts are applied at point A, and wave signals (normal to the surface) generated by the impacts 
are measured at points B and C. The principle of the self-calibrating method is explained as follows: 
The received signal at point B from the impact at point A, 𝑋𝐴𝐵(𝑓) can be represented in the frequency 
domain as follows: 
𝑋𝐴𝐵(𝑓) = 𝐼𝐴(𝑓)𝑇𝐴𝐵(𝑓)𝑅𝐵(𝑓)      Eq. (4.1) 
𝑋𝐴𝐶(𝑓) = 𝐼𝐴(𝑓)𝑇𝐴𝐵(𝑓)𝑇𝐵𝐶(𝑓)𝑅𝐶(𝑓)      Eq. (4.2) 
𝑋𝐷𝐶(𝑓) = 𝐼𝐷(𝑓)𝑇𝐷𝐶(𝑓)𝑅𝐶(𝑓)      Eq. (4.3) 
𝑋𝐷𝐵(𝑓) = 𝐼𝐷(𝑓)𝑇𝐷𝐶(𝑓)𝑇𝐶𝐵(𝑓)𝑅𝐵(𝑓)      Eq. (4.4) 
Where 𝐼𝐴(𝑓) is the Finally, if the symmetric condition on the propagation of waves is assumed, 
wave signals generated by both-side impacts pass through the same travel path. The transmission 








Here, the signal consistency index to determine useful frequency ranges for multiple surface 














      Eq. (4.6) 
Shin et al. [54] suggested a spectral energy-based approach for estimating crack depths in 
concrete. In the spectral energy-based approach, multiple transmission coefficients and wavelengths are 
not required. Spectral energy and spectral energy transmission ratios are defined as shown in Eq. 4.7 
and Eq. 4.8. The lower and upper integral ranges in these equations may be determined based on the 
signal consistency index. Finally, a regression curve between crack depth and spectral energy 
transmission ratio can be derived.  
𝐸(𝑑1) = ∫ |𝑇𝐵𝐶(𝑓; 𝑑1)|𝑑𝑓
𝑓𝑈
𝑓𝐿











      Eq. (4.8) 
Different material compositions of concrete may cause variation in the surface wave propagation 
in the concrete. Shin et al. [55] concluded that the transmission function across cracks is more sensitive 
to the mix-proportions of concrete than to the spectral energy transmission ratio. The spectral energy 






4.2 Test Descriptions 
In this experiment, three different mix-proportions were prepared. First, mortar and normal 
strength concrete were designed to compare the effects of the coarse aggregate with same mix-
proportions between cement, water, and fine aggregate. Next, normal high strength concrete is designed 
to compare the effects of compressive strength using same percentage of cement paste in the volume. 
The coarse aggregate with a maximum diameter of 19 mm was used. Mix proportions and mechanical 
properties of test specimens are shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, respectively. The compressive 
strength of normal strength concrete and high strength concrete were about 38.9 MPa and 57.4 MPa at 
28 days, respectively. The compressive strength tests results of normal strength concrete and high 
strength concrete are shown in Fig. 4.1 (a) and Fig. 4.1 (b), respectively. A clear difference in the 
mechanical properties of normal strength concrete and high strength concrete can be noticed. 
 
Table 4.1 – Mix proportions of test specimens. 
 
Table 4.2 – Mechanical properties of test specimens. 
Type 
Mechanical properties 
Compressive strength  
(MPa) 




Mortar 39.5 5.73 × 10-3 21.6 
Normal strength 
concrete 
38.9 1.96 × 10-3 32.5 
High strength  
concrete 
57.4 2.51 × 10-3 33.1 
 
Five specimens were prepared in each mix composition but with different crack depths. To 
minimize the arrival of reflected wave signals from the bottom and side faces of the specimen, the 
specimen was designed to be wide and deep enough, as much as 250 mm in width, 250 mm in length, 
Type 













































and 100 mm in depth. 
The dimensions of the specimen are determined from the results of numerical simulations using 
ABAQUS. In both 250 mm length and 400 mm length two-dimensional finite element models, vertical 
direction acceleration components have same values. Vertical direction is the measured direction in the 
miniature accelerometers used in our experiments. However, incoherent components are measured in 
the finite element model with 200 mm length. Therefore, the length of specimen was determined to be 
200 mm. The same process has been applied to determine the width of specimen by using a three-
dimensional finite element model, and the width of specimen was determined to be 250 mm.  
The casted specimens were demolded at day-1 of curing. After demolding, all specimens 
including cylindrical specimens used to measure compressive strength were cured in the water for 28 
days. A single artificial crack was generated at the mid-span of the specimen by using a 1 mm-wide 
stainless steel panel. The crack depths used for testing were 0, 15, 30, and 45 mm. After curing, surfaces 
of all specimens were polished and sensors were attached through a couplant. For the test setup, two 
impact sources were used at points A and D, and two signal receivers were used at points B and C as 
shown in Fig. 4.2. DAQ devices for digitizing and conditioning signals were used to implement surface 
wave transmission across a crack. All signals from the receivers were measured using LabVIEW 
software and analyzed using Matlab software. 
Two miniature accelerometers (PCB 353 B15 with flat frequency responses over 30 kHz) used 
as receivers were attached on a spot 15 mm apart from the crack surface on each side, and impacts were 
excited at a spot 30 mm apart from the closest sensor. For the specimen to be recognized as a half-
infinite solid medium, the wavelength of the generated excitations used was shorter than the thickness 
of the specimen. For the waves to be transmitted over the cracks, wavelengths longer than the maximum 
crack depth (e.g., 45 mm) were used. To generate the surface-wave, a steel ball a diameter of 8 mm was 
dropped at a height of 200 mm from the surface. Most of the dominant frequencies of impact sources 






4.3 Data Processing 
The sampling rates used to measure the surface wave signal were 500 kHz. To determine the 
useful range to analyze the surface wave signal components, Song et al. [53] suggested that measured 
signals through each accelerometer impacted by the opposite impact sources are extracted with 100 µs 
length, and centerline of the extracted signal is then moved to first negative peak as shown in Fig. 4.3 
(a). Kee and Zhu [57] suggested that if the measured signals were extracted with four times wavelength, 
then centerline of extracted signal is moved to first positive peak as shown in Fig. 4.3 (b). The extracted 
signals are then windowed through Hanning functions in the form of biquadratic sine functions in order 
to minimize reflected L-wave components as shown in Fig. 4.4. To improve frequency resolution, zero-
padded process has been conducted by adding 800 zeros as shown in Fig. 4.5. A zero-padded signal is 
transformed from time-domain to frequency-domain through Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) functions 
as shown in Fig. 4.6. 
As shown in Fig. 4.7, transmission coefficients at 15 mm and 45 mm crack depth in high strength 
concrete that are calculated using two different windowing methods so as to determine the appropriate 
surface wave components are compared. Surface wave components extracted with 100 µs length are 
plotted using blue line and those with length two times as that of the signal are plotted using red line. 
There were no significant differences observed between the two transmission coefficients. Therefore, 






4.4 Experimental Results 
First, in order to determine the appropriate frequency region, signal consistency index is 
calculated and it is observed that the signal consistency index dramatically decreased above 40 kHz as 
shown in Fig. 4.8. All the cases without distinctions in the three different mix-proportions have similar 
signal consistency index regions. Therefore, the author uses the 5 to 40 kHz frequency ranges which 
have a high signal consistency index of above 0.99 in common, so as to analyze the surface wave 
parameters(e.g., transmission coefficients, normalized transmission coefficients and spectral energy 
transmission ratio).  
 
4.4.1 Effects of crack depth 
To analyze the transmission of a surface wave across a crack with various depths in mortar, 
normal strength concrete and high strength concrete are plotted as shown in Fig. 4.9. Blue lines, red 
lines, green lines and magenta lines indicate measured data from crack free, 15 mm depth crack, 30 mm 
depth crack and 45 mm depth crack, respectively. To improve the reliability of test results, the 
transmission coefficients are calculated through the geometric average of minimum five times measured 
data. When crack depth is increasing, decreasing trends of transmission coefficients are observed in all 
mix-proportions for 5 to 40 kHz frequency regions.  
To clearly discuss the effects of crack depth, time-domain data with 100 µs length in mortar 
before Hanning-window are shown in Fig. 4.10. Almost same signals from the mortar, normal strength 
concrete and high strength concrete are observed both in the time-domain and frequency domain data. 
Therefore, in this subsection, the time-domain data and frequency-domain data of mortar alone are 
shown and discussed. In the crack free case as shown in Fig. 4.10 (a) and in the case with 15 mm crack 
depth shown in Fig. 4.10 (b), almost same signals are measured before crack. While the crack depths 
are increasing, the measured voltages decreased after crack as shown in Fig. 4.10 (a) to (b). Meanwhile, 
in 30 mm and 45 mm crack depth cases, the distorted signals are measured before crack after a delay of 
90 µs due to the reflected component signals from the crack surfaces as shown in Fig. 4.10 (c) to (d). 
To analyze the transmitted components plotted in red line in Fig. 4.10, Fourier transformed 
signals in frequency domain are shown in Fig. 4.11. The dominant frequency components within 20 to 
27 kHz are observed before crack. In contrast, the flat amplitude with higher magnitude in the low 
frequency region below 20 kHz are observed after crack. In addition, it is hard to define the frequency 
components in surface wave. Therefore, the author concludes as follows. Although decreasing trends 
of transmission coefficients in all mix-proportions are observed as shown in Fig. 4.9, 15 mm distance 




effects due to close distance between impact source and sensor, appropriate distance between impacts 
and the close sensor have been proposed [91]. However, the near-field effects due to the close distance 
between impact source and sensor might be not clearly shown in this study. 
 
4.4.2 Effects of mix proportioning 
As shown in Fig. 4.12, the effects of mix proportions are less sensitive than the effects of crack 
depth. Transmission coefficients at same crack depth are plotted in Fig. 4.12. Blue lines, red lines and 
green lines indicate measured data from mortar, normal strength concrete and high strength concrete, 
respectively. The plotted average of transmission coefficients in each mix mix-proportions at the same 
crack depth belongs to allowable error limits, of error, considering variability of test results. 
When the concept of this experimental program is first proposed, the author expected the 
transmission coefficients of mortar are to be bigger greater than those of normal strength concrete and 
high strength concrete due to the absence of coarse aggregate. In addition, the transmission coefficients 
of normal strength concrete is are quite smaller than those of high strength concrete due to compact 
internal compositions. However, from the results of Fig. 4.12, not only the presence (or absence) of 
coarse aggregate but also the strength of concrete were observed appeared not to be influential on the 
transmission of surface wave across various depths of cracks in concrete. 
Since both of the coarse aggregate and contact internal conditions between cement paste and 
aggregate have heavy loss characteristics, it might not significantly affect the transmission of surface 
wave across cracks in mortar and concrete. Of course, the minor effects on the propagation of surface 
wave from between different compositions of cement paste having same aggregate components can be 
expected and they are investigated through this experimental program. In summary, although internal 
compositions of concrete is heterogeneous, transmitted surface wave recognize concrete as a solid 
media. To clearly discuss the effects of mix-proportions of concrete, more investigations (e.g., air 
content, flow test) are needed to help understanding the results.  
 
4.4.3 Normalized transmission coefficient as a function of crack depth 
An analytical model between normalized transmission coefficients and normalized crack depth 
has been suggested by Angel and Achenbach in 1984. The crack depth estimations using normalized 
transmission coefficients and normalized crack depth were widely studied and verified through this 
experimental program and numerical simulations in various kinds of materials like aluminum and 




aluminum have shown great compliance with the theoretical solutions. However, there were several 
errors observed in the results of concrete. 
 Normalized transmission coefficients are useful to estimate crack depth, when the crack depth 
over lambda has a value less than 0.3 [57]. Therefore, when the depth of the crack is increased to 50 
mm, a minimum 150 mm wavelength of surface wave was used to estimate the crack depth. Normalized 
transmission coefficients as a function of normalized crack depth in mortar, normal strength concrete 
and high strength concrete are plotted as shown in Fig. 4.13. To consider the reliability of measured 
signal, high signal consistency ranges from 5 kHz to 40 kHz are used. To calculate the wavelength of 
each frequency component, the velocity of wave was assumed as 2200 m/s. Therefore, the maximum 
normalized crack depth in the case of 45 mm depth is 0.8. The results of normalized transmission 
coefficients with regards to normalized crack depth presented a relatively fine compliance with the 
theoretical model. In these experiments, when normalized crack depth was less than 0.3, normalized 
transmission ratios with regards to normalized crack depth curves in 45 mm depth crack are in great 
compliance with the theoretical model in all mix proportions. 
 
4.4.4 Crack depth estimation using spectral energy transmission ratio 
As shown in the results of transmission coefficients described in section 3.4, although 
transmission coefficients are significantly affected by increasing crack depth, it has disadvantages to 
the points depending on change in frequency. Generally, transmission coefficients decrease with an 
increase in the crack depth. However, the decrease in the ratio of transmission coefficients was not 
consistent and the transmission coefficients change was irrelevant to crack depth at specific frequency. 
To improve the dependency properties of transmission coefficients, Shin et al. [54] suggested spectral 
energy based crack depth estimation methods. Spectral energy is also changed by crack depth, material 
properties, location of sensor and impact sources. Spectral energy transmission ratios are calculated 
through spectral energy at specific crack depth normalized by spectral energy at crack free. Further, the 
regression curves between crack depth and spectral energy transmission ratio are derived as follows: 
𝑅(𝑑) = 0.7𝑒−0.0364𝑑 + 0.3𝑒−0.005𝑑      Eq. (4.9) 
In this study, spectral energy transmission ratios as a function of crack depth in mortar, normal 
strength concrete and high strength concrete are plotted with previous empirical solutions as shown in 
Fig. 4.14. The results of spectral energy transmission ratios with regards to crack depth indicated a 
relatively great compliance with previous empirical solutions. In addition, the effects of presence of 
coarse aggregate and the effects of strength of concrete are less sensitive than the effects of crack depth 




are discussed in the next subsection 4.4.5 with determinants of coefficients and RMSE analysis. 
 
4.4.5 Correlation between surface wave parameters and crack depth 
The correlation model between spectral energy transmission ratio and crack depth has been 
derived using the regression analysis. Four types of regression models are studied using linear, quadratic, 
cubic and exponential forms. A minimum of twenty cases of spectral energy transmission ratio at each 
crack depth and specimens are used, in order to improve the reliability of regression model. The 
coefficients of determination of each regression model for each mix proportion are summarized in Table 
4.3. Since various crack depths up to 150 mm are investigated in literature, Shin et al. [54] suggested 
the combination of two exponential functions to estimate the crack depth. However, in case of this 
research, it is enough to use a quadratic regression model for crack depth of less than 45 mm. The 
coefficient of determination of the quadratic form of regression model is 0.99 or thereabout. The 
regression models for estimating crack depth are summarized in Table 4.3 and their coefficients of 
determination values are summarized in Table 4.4.  
 
Table 4.3 – Crack depth regression model using spectral energy transmission ratio. 
 
  
Type Regression model 
Mortar SETR(%) = 0.01𝑑2 − 1.98𝑑 + 100 
Normal strength 
concrete 
SETR(%) = 0.01𝑑2 − 2.31𝑑 + 96.06 
High strength 
concrete 
SETR(%) = 0.03𝑑2 − 2.63𝑑 + 99.57 




Table 4.4 – Coefficient of determination of regression model to estimate crack depth. 
 
In addition, when the effects of different compositions of concrete and mortars are neglected, the 
coefficient of determination of regression model is above 0.9. Therefore, the author concludes that the 
spectral energy sensitively changes to a change in the crack depth, regardless of the effects of other 
material properties (e.g. presence of coarse aggregates and water-to-cement ratio). 
RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) values are analyzed in order to confirm which crack depth has 
smallest error. Moreover, the RMSE values are divided by spectral energy transmission ratios to 
consider the concept of coefficient of variation, because standard derivation and RMSE values are 
increased as the average increases. The results of RMSE analysis are summarized in Table. 3.5. The 
reasonable RMSE values are measured from all cases of specimens and higher consistency in test results 
are shown in the normal strength concrete specimen. Finally, 45 mm crack depth is shown to have the 
least error in all cases regardless of type of mix-proportions. In contrast, 30 mm crack depth is observed 
to be most affected by the internal compositions of mortar and concrete.  
 
Table 4.5 – RMSE analysis on spectral energy transmission ratio. 
  
Type 
Coefficient of determination (R2) 
Linear Quadratic Cubic Exponential 
Mortar 0.970 0.983 0.983 0.981 
Normal strength 
concrete 
0.946 0.995 0.996 0.987 
High strength 
concrete 
0.895 0.989 0.989 0.956 
All cases 0.895 0.916 0.918 0.917 
Type 
RMSE & RMSE/SETR (unit: 1/100) 
15 mm 30 mm 45 mm Average 
Mortar 2.15 2.95 1.81 3.50 1.95 5.27 3.90 
Normal strength 
concrete 
0.94 1.46 0.76 1.61 0.72 2.04 1.70 
High strength 
concrete 
2.56 3.85 0.90 2.06 1.11 3.06 2.99 





(a) Normal strength concrete. 
 
(b) High strength concrete. 







(a) Location of sensors & impact sources. 
  
(b) Steel ball free drop. 
Fig. 4.2 – Experimental setup. 
 
 
(a) 100 µs length. 
 
(b) Length of two times of the signal. 
Fig. 4.3 – Extracted surface wave components among raw data. 
 
 
(a) 100 µs length. 
 
(b) Length of two times of the signal. 






(a) 100 µs length. 
 
(b) Length of two times of the signal. 
Fig. 4.5 – Zero-padding: 800 zeros added time-domain signal. 
 
 
(a) 100 µs length. 
 
(b) Length of two times of the signal. 
Fig. 4.6 – Fourier transformed signal in the frequency domain. 
 
 
(a) 15 mm depth. 
 
(b) 45 mm depth. 









(b) Normal strength concrete. 
 
(c) High strength concrete. 







(b) Normal strength concrete. 
 
(c) High strength concrete. 





(a) Crack free. 
 
(b) 15 mm depth. 
 
(c) 30 mm depth. 
 
(d) 45 mm depth. 







(a) Crack free. 
 
(b) 15 mm depth. 
 
(c) 30 mm depth. 
 
(d) 45 mm depth. 







(a) Crack free. 
 
(b) 15 mm depth. 
 
(c) 30 mm depth. 
 
(d) 45 mm depth. 









(b) Normal strength concrete. 
 
(c) High strength concrete. 







(b) Normal strength concrete. 
 
(c) High strength concrete. 




CHAPTER 5 – EVALUATION OF SELF-HEALING PERFORMANCE  
BY SURFACE-WAVE TRANSMISSION 
 
Along with conducting the experimental program and obtaining the results of non-destructive 
evaluation technologies for evaluation of characteristics of concrete cracks using transmission of 
surface-wave, the author conducted another experimental study for assessing the effectiveness and 
performance of self-healing technologies. The main purpose of this study is to monitor the changes in 
concrete in the process of self-healing using surface-wave transmission.  
 
5.1 Test Descriptions 
This experimental program is a preliminary step to confirm the self-healing process and observe 
changes in transmission coefficients. The flow chart of the experimental program is shown in Fig. 4.1. 
As the first step of the research, natural self-healing processes are prepared due to the presence of un-
hydrated cement particles in the crack surface. One specimen was prepared with a 1 mm deep crack. 
Considering the arrival of reflected wave signals from the bottom and side faces of the specimen, the 
specimen was designed to have 150 mm width, 350 mm length, and 100 mm depth.  
Firstly, the casted specimens were demolded at day-1 of curing. After demolding, the specimen 
was cured in water for 14 days. A single crack was generated by a 0.1 to 0.15 mm-wide OHP film to 
simulate the real crack at the mid-span of the specimen as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). To analyze the effects 
of self-healing, the OHP film used to simulate real crack was removed after curing. Then, crack width 
and transmission coefficients were measured. During that time, the magnification of lens used for the 
microscopes was 160X and contact type lens were used. The specimen was immersed in the water for 
25 days in order to promote the self-healing process by supplying enough amount of water. Microscopic 
observations at the center of the crack and tests for transmission of surface wave through a crack are 
performed 25 days after self-healing, in order to confirm the efficiency of self-healing. 
To analyze the transmission coefficients, the test setup and data processing are followed as 
described in the subsections 4.2 and 4.3. In short, self-calibrating methods are applied in the same 
manner, in order to avoid variation in measured signals. All signals are measured using LabVIEW 
software and analyzed using Matlab software in computer. Surface-waves are generated by dropping an 
8 mm steel ball at a height of 300 mm from the surface. The sensors are attached at spots 15 mm apart 




rate of acquired signals is 500 kHz and the raw-data from time domain signals is extracted with 100 µs 
length. To minimize the effects of arrival of L-wave signals from the bottom and side faces of the 
specimens, Hanning-window is applied. To improve the resolution of Fourier-transformed signal in 
frequency-domain, 800 zeros are added after the Hanning-window. Finally, the time-domain signals are 
transformed to frequency-domain data using Fast Fourier transform functions and then transmission 
coefficients are calculated. 
 
5.2 Experimental Results 
The crack width measured was 0.125 mm at the center of crack after removing OHP film as 
shown in Fig. 5.2 (a). Then, transmission coefficients measured were in 0.4 to 0.5 ranges under 40 kHz 
frequency. Fully closed cracks have been observed 25 days after self-healing, through optical 
microscopy measurements as shown in Fig. 5.2 (b). At the same time, a 10 to 15 % increase in the 
transmission coefficients across a crack have been observed in 5 to 30 kHz frequency ranges as shown 
in Fig. 5.3. From the experimental results, the changes in crack width and transmission coefficients are 
monitored. However, the effects of parameters such as self-healing efficiency, various mix- proportions 
and sensitivity of surface-wave transmissions are not confirmed as sustainable monitoring techniques 
to monitor the self-healing performance. Therefore, it is essential to derive sensitive parameters to 
monitor the self-healing process and develop a correlation model between sensitive surface-wave 






Fig. 5.1 – Test descriptions for evaluation on self-healing performance. 
 
  
(a) Before self-healing. (b) 25 days after self-healing. 










CHAPTER 6 – CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDY 
 
6.1 Conclusions 
In this study, the theories and case studies of five different ultrasonic-based non-destructive test 
methods (e.g. measurement of pulse velocity, surface-wave transmission, diffuse ultrasound, acoustic 
emission analysis, and coda-wave interferometry technique) are thoroughly reviewed with regards to 
their applicability and limitation in assessing the effectiveness (or performance) of the self-healing 
technologies being developed for cementitious materials. In addition, lab-scale model tests with various 
mix-proportions and crack depths were conducted in order to identify the characteristics of surface-
wave technologies. Additionally, monitoring the concrete in self-healing process using optical 
microscopy to observe crack size and surface-wave transmission as non-destructive evaluations are 
studied. The findings and conclusions of this study may be summarized as follows: 
(1) The measurement of UPV and its transmission time is one of the most developed ultrasonic test 
methods and is widely used to qualitatively evaluate the performance of the self-healing 
technologies. However, the partial closing of cracks and moisture conditions in concrete 
structures may affect the evaluation results of the self-healing performance by the UPV method. 
Also, velocity-based approach is sensitive to moisture conditions. 
(2) With respect to the other non-destructive test methods(e.g., surface-wave transmission, diffuse 
ultrasound, AE analysis, and coda-wave interferometry technique), there are no standard test 
procedures for to measure process and analyze the test data. From this viewpoint, it is necessary 
to determine appropriate self-healing evaluation procedures for each test method by considering 
the target of self-healing performance evaluation (e.g., crack size, permeability). 
(3) The diffuse ultrasound and coda-wave interferometry methods are based on the scattering of 
elastic waves between aggregate and matrix. Therefore, these techniques are suitable to assess 
internal damages in concrete that are associated with durability properties.  
(4) Non-destructive evaluations on mechanical properties (e.g., strength, stiffness) are studied 
through measurements of either P-wave or R-wave velocity. Therefore, wave velocity-based 
evaluation of regained mechanical properties could be examined. However, the range of regained 
mechanical properties is quite small, which raises the question as to whether it can be used to 
quantitatively evaluate the performance of self-healing technologies.  
(5) All ultrasonic test methods with the exception of AE analysis can be applied for all types of self-
healing materials ranging from chemical agents to capsule-based mechanisms. However, the AE 




materials because the technique is based on sensing the sounds of capsule breakages. Capsules 
are broken in the initial fracture test and the leakage of healing agents is assumed in the detected 
locations. 
(6) In all the specimens, for a given wave frequency, the surface-wave transmission ratio decreased 
sensitively as the crack depth increased. The presence (or absence) of coarse aggregate as well 
as the strength of concrete appeared not to be influential on the propagation of surface-wave over 
the cracks with various depths in concrete. Further investigation is required to understand the 
results in a better manner.  
(7) The results of the normalized transmission coefficient with regards to normalized crack depth 
presented a relatively fine compliance with the theoretical model. However, the useful frequency 
range of surface-wave transmission data was observed to be limited for the purpose of crack 
depth estimation. 
(8) The results of spectral energy transmission ratio with regards to crack depth presented a relatively 
great compliance with previous empirical solutions. In addition, the effects of presence of coarse 
aggregate as well as the strength of concrete are found to be less sensitive than the effects of 
crack depth in spectral energy based crack depth estimation. 
(9) Since transmission coefficient should be changed in process of crack filling, surface-wave based 
non-destructive test methods can be studied and applied for the assessment of efficiency and 






6.2 Research in Progress and Future Study 
Along with the experimental results on surface-based estimation on crack depth in concrete and 
experimental results on the evaluation of self-healing performance by surface-wave, the following 
future research directions are proposed. 
 
6.2.1 Needs of research in surface-wave experimental program 
Surface-waves have been generated by using manual impact sources with the help of steel balls 
with various diameters. Although impacts through steel ball are advantageous on the wide frequency 
range, it is difficult to acquire consistent amplitude of wave signals. The measured voltages of raw data 
are not similar. Additionally, the surface conditions of the steel ball significantly affect the time duration 
of impact sources. Poor surface conditions of steel ball can cause distorted signals in the measured data. 
Moreover, change in contact time can change the dominant frequency of surface-wave components. 
These kinds of experimental conditions can slightly affect the experimental results to calculate 
transmission coefficients, and it is one of the points to be considered for technical improvement. 
Therefore, the author suggests a surface-wave experimental program using air-coupled 
transducer in order to generate surface-wave. For example, although the center frequency of non-contact 
ultrasonic transducers (e.g., Ultran, NCG50-D25) is 50 kHz, 30 to 70 kHz range frequency components 
should be used due to wide bandwidth properties of transducer in practice. To excite a surface-wave 
through a transducer, additional equipment is essential due to the small energy created from transducer 
compared to manual impacts. For this purpose, a chirp signal or a 3-cycle toneburst signal are used as 
inputs to the function generator (e.g., NF, WF1973) and these signals are amplified through a power 
amplifier(e.g., NF, HSA4014). The surface-wave experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6.1 (a) and non-
contact ultrasonic transducer is shown in Fig. 6.1 (b). 
 
6.2.2 Application on the assessment of crack healing repaired by self-healing materials 
Nowadays, the crack repairing procedures using self-healing materials are widely studied and 
commercialized to protect 2nd crack propagation. The crack repairing materials such as epoxy that were 
previously used can cause 2nd crack propagation at same location from the damage spot. However, when 
self-healing materials are applied as crack repairing materials, it has a huge advantage on repeated 
healing of crack width within 0.4 mm without the requirement of any repair process. In addition, it is 
effective to water leakage site and infrastructure facilities with difficult maintenance. 




procedures and monitor the self-healing process. As the first step to monitor crack healing repaired by 
self-healing materials, plain concrete specimens are prepared and cracks are generated at the center of 
specimen through three-point bending tests. Then, cracks are repaired by self-healing materials. Finally, 







(a) Experimental setup. 
 
(b) Non-contact ultrasonic transducer. 
(Ultran, NCG50-D25 in UNIST) 
Fig. 6.1 – Surface-wave experimental program using air-coupled transducer. 
 
 
(a) Self-healing materials. 
 
(b) Repairing process. 
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